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Guidelines for Interpreting New Proxy Statements 
 
One of the Business News department’s top goals for 2007 is to cover executive pay 
disclosure by U.S. public companies in a more systematic way. To do that, we’ve 
developed the following guide to help you navigate your way through the expanded 
proxy statements companies are now using. Take the time to read it from start to finish 
and make a printout – and perhaps pin up on your desk a copy of the specific formula we 
will be using – because it’s crucial that we be consistent from company to company in 
how we add up the numbers. A word of warning: Our totals may differ from what 
other news organizations report. But that will be OK as long as we explain to readers 
how we arrived at the totals.  
 
Much of what we will use will be found in the “Summary Compensation Table.” But we 
will NOT be citing the total figure provided in that table because it represents the 
accounting expense a company is booking for each executive’s compensation, not what 
they actually received during the year. Instead, we will pull from that table how much 
executives made in salary, bonus, incentives and perks. Then we’ll add any above-market 
returns the company provided to executives on pay set aside for later. Finally, we’ll pull 
from another table the value of stock options granted during the last fiscal year. Given 
this, you will want to include this sentence, or a variation of it, in all executive pay 
stories: “The Associated Press calculations of total pay include executives’ salary, bonus, 
incentives, perks, above-market returns on deferred compensation and the estimated 
value of stock options and awards granted during the year.” Also, when you explain the 
valuation of future equity incentive awards, make sure you use language like this: “The 
executive was also awarded shares (and/or options) in the company’s stock that had an 
estimated value of $2.7 million on the day they were granted.” 
 
The AP executive compensation formula 
 
In order to get an accurate figure on what executives took home in the last fiscal year, we 
will use this formula (which will be explained in detail below): 
 

 
 
Once you have crunched those numbers, it’s important to remember that they are only a 
means to an end. Your goal has to be to tell a good story. That means putting 
executives’ higher or lower pay in the context of how the company’s stock has performed 
and how earnings and sales have risen or fallen. When a CEO’s pay is soaring while 
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stockholders are singing the blues about a slumping stock price, for example, you have 
good fodder for your narrative. 
 
A second warning: There is an enormous amount of confusion at companies and among 
exec comp consulting firms about how these numbers should be calculated. As a result, 
you may see key numbers missing in the preliminary proxies filed with the SEC. We’ll 
address how you should handle that later. 
  
What is a proxy statement? 
 
Every public company must file a proxy statement with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission before its shareholders vote “by proxy” for the board of directors if they 
choose not to attend companies’ annual meetings. If you’re looking up financials on a 
company’s Web site or in SEC filings, the proxy is listed as “Schedule 14A.” Once all of 
the blanks are filled in, a “definitive proxy statement” or DEF14A is filed. In addition to 
executive pay, proxies detail shareholder resolutions, information about directors up for 
election, voting procedures, fees paid to auditors and director compensation. 
 
When reading proxies, make sure you review footnotes below the compensation tables.  
That’s where companies often give a breakdown of perks, such as personal flights on 
corporate jets and relocation expenses. Next, look for shareholder proposals, which often 
contain contact information from the investor groups behind the resolutions. Seek those 
shareholders out – they’re often unhappy with management and very willing to discuss 
their positions.  
 
One thing to note: Proxies might refer to NEOs or PEOs, rather than CEOs. NEO stands 
for “Named Executive Officer” while PEO is the “Principal Executive Officer.”  
 
Zooming in on compensation 
    
Previous versions of proxies did offer some details about top executives’ salaries, 
bonuses, stock options, restricted stock, deferred compensation, pensions and perks – 
things like financial planning services, country club fees, company apartments and cars 
and drivers. But new this year, for companies whose fiscal year ends on Dec. 15, 2006, 
and thereafter, is even more disclosure and more tables – plus a narrative of how 
executives’ pay packages were crafted in a section called Compensation Discussion and 
Analysis that is supposed to answer six questions:  

• What are the objectives of the company’s compensation programs?  
• What is the compensation program designed to reward?  
• What is each element of compensation?  
• Why does the company choose to pay each element?   
• How does the company determine the amount (and, where applicable, the 

formula) for each element?  
• How does each element and the company’s decisions regarding that element fit 

into the company’s overall compensation objectives and affect decisions 
regarding other elements?  
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This section is intended to address the “why” and “how” of pay programs. It is supposed 
to expand disclosure of stock-option benefits and include the thinking behind 
performance targets. Experience will show us whether it opens a window into how boards 
of most companies made compensation decisions, or whether most turn out to be 
meaningless boilerplate.   
 
Each company will also disclose in a new Summary Compensation Table, the 
compensation for the CEO, CFO and the three highest paid corporate officers under 
them. (Please note: There's a chance those listed won't be the highest paid people at the 
entire company. The SEC is still working on proposal, nicknamed "The Katie Couric 
Clause," that would require disclosure of the most highly paid people at the company, 
executives or otherwise. That might come in 2008.) Some companies may also list former 
CEOs or CFOs who left during the fiscal year. 
 
The Summary Compensation Table lists the following: 

• Executive salary: What they were paid in cash for the last year. 
• Bonus: What they got in cash for signing bonuses, retention bonuses or ad hoc 

awards. This is NOT performance based. 
• Stock awards:  Restricted stock New in 2007 
• Stock Option awards: Total value of option grants that vested during the fiscal 

year. New in 2007 
• Non-Equity Incentive Plan Compensation: Performance-based bonuses paid. New 

in 2007 This will link to another table “Grants of Plan-based Awards” 
• Change in Pension Value and Nonqualified Deferred Compensation Earnings. 

New in 2007 This will link to two tables “Pension Benefits” and “Non-Qualified 
Deferred Compensation” 

• All other compensation: Perks 
• Total  New in 2007   But as will be explained lower, we will not use this 

number. 
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Something important to note THIS YEAR is that companies are only required to tally 
total compensation for the past year. That will make it more difficult to gauge year-over-
year changes in compensation. And since we are using a new formula this year, we need 
to add necessary caveats when reporting how that compares with what execs were paid in 
2005 – either from last year’s proxy or our archived stories.  Next year, two years will be 
required; three years will be required the third year the new rules are in effect.  
 
As mentioned above, the TOTAL number presented on this table is NOT really a total of 
what an executive made the previous year. As compensation consultants describe it, it is 
roughly equivalent to the company’s total accounting expense for the executive’s 
compensation for the fiscal year, including accrued retirement benefits. That, of course, is 
important to shareholders who are always watching how compensation cuts into earnings. 
But we will not use that total summary figure for AP stories because it doesn’t tell us 
really what was given to the executive in compensation during the last fiscal year.  
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Before we crunch OUR compensation figures, we need to know where to look for a few 
numbers we’ll need that don’t appear on the summary table. To start, make sure you read 
the footnotes below the summary table. Some things to look for: 

• Look for any notes linked to column h “Change in Pension Value and Non-
qualified Deferred Compensation.” You should be looking for anything that 
discusses the above-market or preferential earnings on deferred 
compensation (not pensions). This is a return the company has locked itself into 
giving an executive on compensation he’s set aside. For example, a company that 
promises a 10 percent growth rate for deferred comp funds it is holding for an 
executive, when market rates are at 5 percent, is providing him or her something 
extra that has monetary value. Flag it because it will be used in our compensation 
calculation. 

 
• Also, look at any of the notes linked to column i, “All other Compensation.” 

This is where companies will detail PERKS. This is where you may find rides 
on the jet, home alarm systems, etc.  

 
You also will need to review the table called Grants of Plan-based Awards,  which 
details the terms of the non-equity incentive plans (bonus) and the equity-incentive plans 
(stock options and restricted stock). It gives the total value of stock grants made during 
the course of the year and will be one of the components of AP’s pay total formula. Here 
is what the table looks like:  
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The first part of this table – columns c, d and e –  could wrap into the Summary 
Compensation Table’s column G “Non-equity Incentive Plan Compensation,” especially 
if an annual cash performance bonus is given (as opposed to a long-term incentive award 
that may require a few years for an executive to reach based on whether certain 
performance goals are met. We’ll get to that later.)  
 
What we want to focus on is column l, all the way to the right side. That is going to tell 
us what the company estimates as the fair value for all the stock awards and options on 
the grant date. Included in that column are both performance-based awards and service 
awards, which executives may get just for showing up for work. There may be multiple 
awards listed. Just total up everything listed for a given executive in column l. (We will 
explain later why this is the best number to use when looking at stock options and 
awards.) If the executive does receive future equity incentive awards in columns f, g 
and/or h, we need to note in the text of our story that the value could be higher or lower 
depending on future performance. Here’s how we described it in Gannett Co.’s proxy 
story: (CEO Craig) Dubow was also awarded shares in Gannett stock that had an 
estimated value of $2.7 million on the day they were granted. They could turn out to be 
worth more or less than that amount depending on whether the company meets certain 
future performance targets, the filing shows.  

 
Stock Options: What we count and what we don’t 
  
Something important to keep in mind when reading the proxy statement is that stock 
options are treated differently in virtually every table. Other news organizations may 
report on the values of the stock and option awards on the Summary Compensation 
Table. But here’s why we won’t: They aren’t the amount given to the executive in that 
year. Instead, they represent the accounting charge that the company must take for the 
value of stock awards that VESTED during that year. 
  
Take the case of an executive who receives an option grant of 100 shares in 2006 that 
vest over four years and have an estimated value of $10 each. The company could then 
spread the expense of those options over that four-year period. That means $250 would 
show up on the Summary Compensation Table each year.  
 
In contrast, by using the figure from the Grants of Plan-based Awards table, we can say 
with authority that it represents the fair value of stock grants awarded to the executive 
that year. That’s why we want to include this number in AP’s comp calculations. 
 
However, none of this prevents us from reporting separately in the story how many 
shares came under executive control in a given year. To do that, look at the Option 
Exercises and Stock Awards table. Look at the columns “Value Realized on Exercise” 
and “Value Realized on Vesting” to get a dollar figure for stock options and restricted 
stock. We’re leaving this out of the total comp amount because it is partially tied to the 
personal finance decisions of executive (they get to decide when they want to exercise 
options, which usually carries a tax consequence). But it doesn’t reflect compensation 
granted to him in a given year. 
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A real-world example: 
 
MDU Resources Group Inc. was one of the first companies to release its preliminary 
proxy statement. While some of the figures are not complete, it does provide a good 
guide for this exercise. We will be tracking the compensation of CEO Terry Hildestad. 
 
First look at the Summary Compensation Table: 

 
 
Collect the following information:  
Salary=$562,500 
Bonus=0 
Non-Equity Incentive Plan Compensation=0 
All Other Compensation=$6,876 
 
Underneath column h there is a (2) which signals the reader to jump down to footnote (2). 
It also provides this table. Some companies will also include this information in text 
format. 
 
The above-market earnings therefore total $15,919 
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Now look for the Grants of Plan-based Awards Table: 
 

 
 
Look all the way to the right side to column L to find the figure for the Grant Date Fair-
Value of Stock and Option Awards. That equals $602,330. 
 
Now let’s add everything up: 
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Please note: That figure differs from the total on the Summary Compensation Table, 
which amounts to $970,857.  
 
On the separate issue of stock option exercises and vesting, let’s review MDU’s table: 
 

 
From this table, we can see that the CEO did not exercise any options but had $287,490 
in restricted stock vest. 
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Another table, “Outstanding Equity Awards at Fiscal Year End” will give the 
complete stock holdings of the executive. 
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Golden parachutes 
 
What executives take home each year is only part of their total wealth accumulation. 
There’s been lots of news about executives leaving their jobs (or being shown the door) 
with $100 million+ severance packages. Two tables in the new proxies are intended to 
shed light on what companies are on the hook for when executives depart. 
 
Whether or not one of your high-profile CEOs departed in the last year, you’ll still want 
to review the Pension Benefits table, which details actual benefits paid to certain officers 
who have left as well as what has been promised in the way of pensions for top execs still 
at the company. The last column “Payments During the Last Fiscal Year” will give the 
actual pension values for certain retired/terminated executives. The column titled 
“Present Value of Accumulated Benefit” will tell you what executives are promised in 
pension.  
 
Obviously, executives nearing retirement age will have much larger pension benefits than 
much younger executives. Ditto for those with long tenures vs. those with shorter tenures.  
 

 
 
In addition, the Non-qualified Deferred Compensation table provides information on 
contributions made by executives and the company to executives’ deferred compensation, 
as well as the aggregate earnings, withdrawals/distributions and balance as of the end of 
the fiscal year. (Note: A large part of this can come from salary and bonus the executive 
deferred, which the company could detail in the footnotes. In addition, the company is 
required to use footnotes to identify and explain portions of “contributions” and 
“earnings” entries that are also reported on the same year’s Summary Compensation 
Table.) 
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Here is MDU’s deferred compensation table.  

 
 
Something to be on the lookout for in the footnotes below this table is the rate of return 
on aggregate earnings. The company might disclose it is using a fixed interest rate, or that 
the executive gets to direct his/her own investments (much like 401(k)). It may be worth 
questioning if the executive’s rate of return far exceeds the market rate, such as the return 
of the Standard & Poor’s 500 index. MDU did not disclose in this preliminary proxy its 
rate of return. 
 
How about Severance? 
Within the section on executive compensation, the company has to give a narrative 
disclosure on post-employment compensation. They should note the following items: 

• Specific change-in-control circumstance that trigger payment of compensation or 
benefits 

• Estimated payments and benefits under each termination circumstance, including 
the value of health care benefits 

• Any material conditions or obligations for receiving payments 
• Any other material provisions, including information related to the duration of 

non-compete clauses. 
 
Unfortunately, there won’t be a neat table for severance, but the text should help reporters 
size up what executives can walk away with. 
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Do they deserve that big bonus? 
 
As noted above, executives can get two kinds of bonuses: Bonuses paid in cash with no 
link to performance (straight cash detailed on column d in Summary Compensation 
Table), and performance-based bonuses (column g in Summary Compensation Table as 
well as on the Grants of Plan-Based Awards table). You will want to note in your story 
when executives miss their performance targets or come in on the low end of what was 
expected of them.  
 
In the compensation discussion and analysis, boards might describe goals executives have 
to reach to receive their performance bonuses. Some companies may also detail whether 
performance goals have been met in the text above or below the Summary Compensation 
table. 
 
The Grants of Plan-based Awards table will also detail whether performance goals were 
met or not. In that table, a threshold, target and maximum bonus will be given, and in the 
footnotes right below the table, the company should give the range that needs to be met to 
achieve each level. For instance, the target non-equity incentive award might be 100 
percent of salary if performance goals (such as EPS, operating income or revenues) are 
met. The threshold will note what they get if they miss their goals, while the maximum 
will account for if they exceed their goals. 
 
It will be easier to see when annual non-equity incentive targets are met, because that’s a 
straight cash figure received the previous year. It is more difficult to gauge long-term 
non-equity incentive plans because the performance period may be continuing. Read the 
footnotes to best gauge what’s going on. 
 
What to do when key information is missing 
 
Some of the early preliminary proxies filed this year with the SEC will not have all of the 
key figures needed for computing total comp using the AP formula. What we are seeing 
is that performance-based bonus and stock award data seems to be missing, probably 
because companies need to close their books for all of 2006 before setting the payouts.  
We will have to use news judgment about whether to write a story when we know key 
pieces of data are missing, or wait for the definitive proxy. But we should expect that our 
competitors will write stories. If you have questions about whether to proceed, check 
with editors on the business or financial news desks in NY. 
 
If a company in its preliminary proxy does not give any dollar figure for “Non-equity 
Incentive Plan Compensation” (column g) on the Summary Compensation Table, we still 
might be able to fish out a base bonus that the executive could get. Go to the Grants of 
Plan-based Awards table, and look at the footnotes linked to the grouping of columns 
under the header “Estimated Future Payouts Under Non-Equity Incentive Plan Awards.” 
The company might specify there what the minimum guaranteed bonus will be in 
FISCAL YEAR for which we are reporting compensation (we do NOT want future 
periods).  
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Conclusion 
 
The way to think about the proxy statement is to look for the four P’s: Pension, 
Parachutes, Perks and Past Pay. That will help guide you through these long, and 
sometimes, daunting documents. 
 
Please understand that this is the first year for everyone – companies, analysts, 
compensation consultants and journalists – to review these documents and understand the 
new disclosures required. It’s going to be a steep learning curve. 
 
Reporters with access to www.gsionline.com should double check to make sure they have 
set up alerts that will tell them when companies they cover have filed their proxies with 
the SEC. GSI also allows reporters to set up screens for keywords, such as country club, 
son or daughter, family, rental or aircraft.  
 
A special thanks to Rachel Beck and Ellen Simon for preparing this guide, and they’d 
like to thank consultants at Pearl Meyer & Partners and Mercer Human Resource 
Consulting for their advice on structuring the AP formula. 


